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The S1←S0 00
0 transitions of phenol and the hydrogen bonded phenol~H2O!1 cluster have been

studied by high resolution fluorescence excitation spectroscopy. All lines in the monomer spectrum
are split by 5664 MHz due to the internal rotation of the2OH group about thea axis. The barrier
for this internal motion is determined in the ground and excited states;V29 5 1215 cm21, and
V2854710 cm21. The rotational constants for the monomer in the ground state are in agreement with
those reported in microwave studies. The excited state rotational constants were found to be
A855313.7 MHz,B852620.5 MHz, andC851756.08 MHz. The region of the redshifted 00

0

transition of phenol~H2O!1 shows two distinct bands which are 0.85 cm21 apart. Their splitting
arises from a torsional motion which interchanges the two equivalent H atoms in the H2O moiety of
the cluster. This assignment was confirmed by spin statistical considerations. Both bands could be
fit to rigid rotor Hamiltonians. Due to the interaction between the overall rotation of the entire
cluster and the internal rotation, both bands have different rotational constants. They show that
V28 , V29 , and that the internal rotation axis is nearly parallel to thea-axis of the cluster. If it is
assumed that the structure of the rotor part does not change upon electronic excitation, the internal
motion becomes simply a rotation of the water molecule around its symmetry axis. Assuming this
motion, barriers of 180 and 130 cm21 could be estimated for theS0 andS1 states, respectively. The
analysis of the rotational constants of the cluster yielded an O–O distance of the hydrogen bond of
2.93 Å in the ground state and 2.89 Å in the electronically excited state. In the equilibrium structure
of the cluster, the plane containing phenol bisects the plane of the water molecule. ©1996
American Institute of Physics.@S0021-9606~96!01703-1#
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I. INTRODUCTION

High resolution laser spectroscopy in strongly collimate
molecular beams is a powerful tool for the spectroscop
investigation of hydrogen bonded systems.1 An important
model system is the phenol~H2O!1 cluster, which has been
studied extensively both experimentally and theoretically.
the preceding publication, the ground state geometry of t
phenol~H2O!1 cluster has been determined by microwav
~MW! spectroscopy in a molecular beam.2 In this section the
high resolution UV spectrum of theS1←S0 transition of
phenol~H2O!1 is presented.

A. Phenol

An interpretation of cluster spectra has to be preceded
a careful examination of the monomer properties. Th
ground state rotational constants of phenol and the barrie
internal rotation of the hydroxyl group have been determin
by microwave spectroscopy.3–5 The complete substitution
structure has been determined by Larsen.6 A vibrational
analysis of phenol was performed by Bistet al.7–9 using IR
and UV-VIS spectroscopy, and by Wilsonet al.10 using
Raman spectroscopy. The former authors applied t
Longuet-Higgins concept of molecular symmetry groups11 to
the phenol molecule. Their group theoretical consideratio
972 J. Chem. Phys. 104 (3), 15 January 1996 0021-9606/
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led to a classification of intramolecular vibrations of phenol
under the molecular symmetry group~MS! G4, which is iso-
morphic with the point groupC2v. The vibrational structure
of the electronic ground state of phenol has been studie
theoretically at the Hartree–Fock 4-31G and 6-31G**
levels.12 Force field calculations, based on the results of mul-
tiphoton ionization photoelectron studies of phenol yielded
vibrational frequencies for the2B1 cation.

13 Recently, the vi-
brational frequencies of the excited states~S1 and T1! of
phenol have been evaluated at the complete active spa
multiconfiguration self-consistent-field~CAS-MCSCF! level,
using the 6-31G basis.14 Kim and Jordan15 have used many-
body perturbation and quadratic configuration interaction
calculations with several basis sets to estimate the height o
the barrier for OH rotation. Their best estimate of the barrier
height was 1076 cm21.

A rotational band contour analysis of the 275 nm system
of phenol has been performed by Christoffersenet al.16

yielding a set of rotational constants for the ground and ex
cited electronic states. A fully rotationally resolved spectrum
of phenol was reported by Martinezet al.17 From the experi-
mental rotational parameters they obtained a geometry fo
both electronic states. With a resolution of 154 MHz, they
were able to resolve single rovibronic transitions but could
96/104(3)/972/11/$6.00 © 1996 American Institute of Physics
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973Berden et al.: UV spectroscopy of phenol and phenol-water
not resolve the torsional doubling. In this paper we report t
fully resolved rotational spectrum of phenol obtained in
supersonic molecular beam. Although the linewidth of th
spectrometer is only 14 MHz, broad~110 MHz! asymmetric
rotational lines were observed due to the short lifetime in t
S1 state and an internal motion of the hydroxyl group.

B. Phenol/water

The vibronic structure of the electronic ground state
phenol/water cluster has been studied by dispersed fluo
cence spectroscopy~DF!,18 stimulated emission ion-dip
spectroscopy~SEID!,19 ionization-loss stimulated Raman
spectroscopy ~ILSRS!,20 and IR-UV double resonance
spectroscopy.21 SEID is limited to a region several hundred
wave numbers above the electronic ground state 00, because
it requires a fast relaxation from the examined vibration
levels. Intermolecular vibrations could only be observed
combination bands with higher frequency intramolecular v
brations. Especially the C–O stretching vibration in the ph
nol moiety and O–H stretching vibrations in phenol and th
water moiety have been investigated using ILSRS a
IR–UV double resonance spectroscopy.

Laser-induced fluorescence excitation spectra of t
S1←S0 transition in the hydrogen bonded phenol~H2O!1
cluster have been recorded by Abeet al.22,23They assigned a
vibration at 156 cm21 to the stretching vibration and a band
at 121 cm21 to a not further specifiedS1 intermolecular
bending motion. Other spectral features could not be attr
uted to then51 cluster, specifically since the method lack
mass selectivity.

Mass selective spectra of phenol/water clusters with d
ferent sizes have been reported by Fukeet al.,24 Stanley
et al.,25 and Lipertet al.,26 using resonance enhanced mult
photon ionization~REMPI!. The spectral shifts of these clus
ters were found to resemble those of the simil
p-cresol~H2O!n clusters.27 The large red shift of phenol
~H2O!1 relative to phenol~353 cm21! can be attributed to a
change in inductive effect of the phenolic oxygen atom o
the p*←p transition, while the second water molecule re
duces the inductive effect of the first, proton accepting wa
and causes a relative blue shift.28,29 The mass selectivity of
REMPI even under ‘‘soft’’ ionization conditions is limited by
fragmentation of higher clusters, which often obscures t
interpretation of the spectra. This problem can be avoided
the employment of spectral hole burning. The vibronic spe
tra of phenol~H2O!2 ~Ref. 30! and phenol~H2O!3 ~Ref. 31!
have been measured cluster and state selectively by
method.

The S1 life times of phenol and several phenol/wate
clusters have been measured using time resolved pum
probe photoionization spectroscopy. They were found to va
considerably with cluster size.32–35A study of the sensitized
phosphorescence spectra of phenol~H2O!n clusters was per-
formed by Gotoet al.36 Significant phosphorescence wa
found when then53 andn54 cluster origins were excited.
The phenol~H2O!1 cation radical was investigated by Dopfe
et al.37–39 experimentally using zero-kinetic-energy photo
J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 104,
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electron spectroscopy~ZEKE!, and theoretically via anab
initio study by Hobzaet al.40 They used the 00

0, the stretching
and the in-plane wagging vibration as intermediateS1 levels
for obtaining ZEKE spectra and found an increase in vibra
tional frequencies in the cation compared to theS1 state.

A very thorough theoretical and experimental study o
the phenol~H2O!1 cluster was performed by Schu¨tz et al.18

They compared the results of mass selective R2PI and d
persed fluorescence spectroscopy to a vibrational analysis
the cluster based onab initio calculations. A band at 155
cm21 in the electronic ground state was found to correspon
to 156 cm21 in the electronically excited state and was as
signed to the intermolecular stretching vibration. Further
more, a band at 146 cm21 in theS0 state~121 cm21 in theS1
state! was assigned as the totally symmetric in-plane wag
ging motion. In addition, some low frequency bands wer
attributed to a hindered internal motion in the cluster, a mo
tion that exchanges the two equivalent H atoms in the wat
moiety.

The assignment of the vibrations associated with th
internal motion is difficult due to their low Franck–Condon
activity. This indicates that there is no large conformationa
change along this coordinate when exciting the cluster. Hig
resolution UV spectroscopy can give information about thi
internal motion since the torsional tunneling splitting can b
measured directly. Additional information about the potentia
barrier of this motion is obtained from the rotational con
stants since these are perturbed by an interaction between
overall rotation of the molecule and the internal motion.

II. THEORY

A. Internal rotation with a twofold barrier

In this section the Hamiltonian will be derived which
describes all spectral features in the high resolution spec
of phenol and phenol~H2O!1. Whenever the word ‘molecule’
is used, the reader should keep in mind that the theory d
scribes a molecular complex as well. We assume that t
entire molecule consists of two parts: a rigid rotor attached
a rigid frame. The two rigid parts rotate relative to each
other, generating torsional level structure. Other modes
internal motion are ignored. Furthermore, the entire molecu
rotates in space generating rotational level structure.

For the description of internal rotation, we use the prin
cipal axis method~PAM!.41 In this method, the principal in-
ertial axes of the whole molecule are used as reference c
ordinate system. The PAM has been developed for system
in which the rigid rotor part is a symmetric top~e.g., CH3!
and the axis of internal rotation coincides with the symmetr
axis of this top. Because of the symmetry of the top, th
principal axes and the moments of inertia of the entire mo
ecule are not altered by the rotation of the top relative to th
frame.

For bare phenol, the rotating2OH group is asymmetric
with respect to the axis of internal rotation~a axis of the
molecule!. However, the moment of inertia of the hydroxyl
group about the internal rotation axis is very small compare
to that of the C6H5 group. Therefore, the principal axes and
No. 3, 15 January 1996
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974 Berden et al.: UV spectroscopy of phenol and phenol-water
moments of inertia of the whole molecule are only ve
slightly altered by the rotation of the hydroxyl group. Th
we can assume that the hydroxyl group is ‘‘symmetric,’’ a
the PAM can be used. With analogous arguments, we ass
that the water molecule in the phenol~H2O!1 cluster can be
considered to behave as a ‘‘symmetric’’ top.

It is further assumed that the coupling between the
sional motion and the overall rotation is small and can
treated by perturbation theory. The total Hamiltonian c
then be divided into three parts:41

H5Ht1Hr1Htr . ~1!

The termsHt andHr are, respectively, the torsional and r
tational part, andHtr describes the coupling between th
angular momenta of internal and overall rotation.

The torsional potential is assumed to be one dim
sional, depending only on the anglea describing the interna
motion. This twofold barrier potentialV~a! can be expanded
in a Fourier series. If the expansion is restricted to the low
order term, the torsional Hamiltonian is given by

Ht5Fp21
V2

2
~12cos 2a!, ~2!

where

F5\2/2gI a ~3!

and

g512(
g

lg
2I a /I g . ~4!

In these expressions,V2 is the barrier height of the twofold
potential along the torsional coordinate, andp is the total
angular momentum of the internal rotor about the axis
rotation (p52 i\]/]a). F depends on the geometry of th
system;I a is the moment of inertia of the rotor about th
rotation axis,lg are the direction cosines for the orientatio
of the rotation axis with respect to the principal axesg
5a,b,c), andI g are the principal moments of inertia of th
entire molecule. Solving the eigenvalue problem associa
with Ht gives the energy eigenvaluesEns . Each torsional
level n consists of two sublevels~s50,1!, whose degenerac
is removed by tunneling through the twofold barrier. T
eigenfunctions can be expressed in terms of the free r
basis functionseima:

un,s&5 (
k52`

`

Ak
~n!ei ~2k1s!a. ~5!

The rigid rotor HamiltonianHr is given by

Hr5APa
21BPb

21CPc
2, ~6!

whereA5\2/2I a , etc., andPg are the components of th
total angular momentum along the principal axes. The
sional Hamiltonian has been treated by perturbation the
up to second order. IfWns

~1! andWns
~2! are the first- and second

order perturbation coefficients,Htr can be written as41
J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 104
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Htr
ns5FWns

~1!~raPa1rbPb1rcPc!

1FWns
~2!~raPa1rbPb1rcPc!

2 ~7!

with rg5lgI a/I g . n labels the torsional state ands labels
the subtorsional level. TheW coefficients depend on the ratio
V2/F and are given by

Wns
~1!522^n,supun,s&, ~8!

Wns
~2!5114F(

n8

u^n,supun8,s&u2

Ens2En8s
, ~9!

in which Ens are the energy eigenvalues andun,s& are the
eigenfunctions of the pure torsional Hamiltonian~Eq. 2!.
Since theWns

~1! coefficients are zero for nondegenerate state
the terms linear inPg disappear in Eq.~7!. After separation
of the terms in Eq.~1!, Hr andHtr can be combined to give
an effective rotational Hamiltonian:

Heff
ns5Hr1Htr

ns

5APa
21BPb

21CPc
21FWns

~2!~ra
2Pa

21rb
2Pb

21rc
2Pc

2!

1FWns
~2!~2rarbPaPb12rarcPaPc12rbrcPbPc!.

~10!

The last term containing the cross terms can be neglect
since its effect on the energy level spacings is small. The fir
and second three terms can then be combined to give

Heff
ns5AnsPa

21BnsPb
21CnsPc

2, ~11!

where

Ans5A1FWns
~2!ra

2, ~12!

Bns5B1FWns
~2!rb

2, ~13!

Cns5C1FWns
~2!rc

2. ~14!

The result for a given~n,s! state is an effective rigid rotor
Hamiltonian with effective rotational constants depending o
the particular state. The total energy of a torsional-rotation
level is then given by the sum ofEns and the eigenvalues of
the effective rigid rotor Hamiltonian:

E~n,s,J,Ka ,Kc!5Ens1Eeff
ns~J,Ka ,Kc!. ~15!

We will now consider the effects of the torsional motion
on the observed optical spectra. First of all, because of th
use of a jet expansion, only the two subtorsional levelss50
ands51 in the lowest torsional staten50 are populated. If
the molecules are excited to the origin of the first electron
cally excited state, the spectrum will consist of two band
~s850←s950 ands851←s951, see Sec. II B! separated
byDE5 (E018 2E019 )2 (E008 2E009 ).Bothbandshavedifferent
effective rotational constants given by Eqs.~12!–~14!. Infor-
mation about the barrier heightV2 and the geometry of the
internal rotorF in the ground and excited can be derived
from the energy differenceDE and the effective rotational
constants.
, No. 3, 15 January 1996
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975y of phenol and phenol-water
B. Application of the molecular symmetry group G4
to phenol

The hydroxyl group of phenol undergoes an internal to
sional motion relative to the phenyl group. The molecu
symmetry~MS! group which takes this motion into accoun
is G4. This group consists of four elements: the identity o
eratorE, the permutation operatorP5~26!~35! which ex-
changes the identical nuclei~see Fig. 1!, the inversion opera-
tor E* of the spatial coordinates of the entire molecu
through its center of mass and finally, the permutation inv
sion operatorP*5PE* . Table I gives the character table o
G4, while Fig. 1 shows our axis conventions.

For phenol the total wave function must have even par
for the exchange of two pairs of equivalent protons at t
aromatic ring. The overall wave function must therefo
transform asA1 or A2:

G tot5Ge^ Gv^ G t^ G r ^ Gns,A1 ,A2 . ~16!

In a supersonic molecular beam, the molecules are in
lowest vibrational level of the electronic ground state, th
Ge5A1 andGv5A1 . In the following, the characters of the
torsional states~Gt!, the rotational states~Gr!, and the nuclear
spin functions~Gns! will be determined.

The symmetry properties of the torsional wave functio
@Eq. ~5!# depend on the effects of the elements ofG4 on the
torsional anglea. This angle can be defined using the Eul
angles of the frame (u f ,f f ,x f) and the rotor (u r ,f r ,x r).
The frame fixed axis system is chosen parallel to the prin
pal axes of phenol as shown in Fig. 1. The rotor fixed a
system is chosen such that thez axis coincides with that of
the frame. Thusu f5u r5u and f f5f r5f. The torsional
anglea is defined asa5x r2x f .

The effects of the elements ofG4 on the Euler angles can
be determined by replacing each element ofG4 by its equiva-
lent rotation.42 The operationP corresponds to a rotation by

FIG. 1. Definition of structural parameters and axis convention for phen

TABLE I. Character table for the molecular symmetry groupG4.

E P E* P*

A1 1 1 1 1 z
A2 1 1 21 21
B1 1 21 21 1 x
B2 1 21 1 21 y

Berden et al.: UV spectroscop
J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 104,
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p about thea axis ~z axis! of the frame, but it does not alter
the rotor.E* corresponds to a rotation byp around thec axis
(x), andP* corresponds to a rotation byp around theb axis
(y). The effects of these rotations on the Euler angles are
given by Bunker42 and are summarized in Table II.

The application ofG4 to the torsional wave functions
will first be described in the free rotor limit~V250!. The
wave functions in this limit are given by
ucm&6}(eima6e2 ima) and the energy byEm}m2. Using the
effects of the elements ofG4 on a ~Table II! gives the char-
acters for differentm: G(m50)5A1 , G~m5even!5A11A2
andG~m5odd!5B11B2 . All levels with umu.0 are doubly
degenerate.

In the high barrier limit ~V25`!, the torsional wave
functions can be written as sums or differences of harmonic
oscillator wave functions ‘‘centered’’ at the two equilibrium
positions of the hydroxyl rotor ~0 and p!:
ucn&

6}[Hn(a)6Hn(a1p)]. The effects of the elements of
G4 on the wave functions are clear, since
Hn(2a)5(2)nHn(a). The results are: G~n5even!
5A11B2 andG~n5odd!5A21B1 .

Figure 2 shows the correlation diagram between the two
limiting cases. The symmetry for states with a barrier
0,V2,` can be obtained using the noncrossing rule. Apply-

ol.

TABLE II. Transformation properties of the Euler angles and the internal
rotation anglea under the elements ofG4. a is defined asa5x r2x f .

E P E* P*

u u p2u p2u
f f p1f p1f
xf p1xf 2xf p2xf

xr xr 2xr 2xr
a a2p 2a 2a2p

FIG. 2. Correlation between the energy levels of a free rotor~V250! and
those of a harmonic oscillator~V25`!. The quantum numbers labeling the
double degenerate energy levels in these extreme barriers arem and n,
respectively. For intermediate barriers this degeneracy is removed. The lev
els are then labeled withn and s. For each level the symmetry is given
under the molecular symmetry groupG4.
No. 3, 15 January 1996
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976 Berden et al.: UV spectroscopy of phenol and phenol-water
ing G4 to the torsional wave functionun,s& @Eq. ~5!# shows
that thes50 states are ofA1 or A2 symmetry while thes51
states are ofB1 or B2 symmetry. In the supersonic molecul
beam, only then50 levels are populated. Obviously, th
lowest state~n50, s50! is of A1 symmetry. The other sub
torsional state~n50, s51! is of B2 symmetry.

For an asymmetric top molecule the rotational eige
functions are linear combinations of symmetric top functio
which depend on the Euler angles. Since the transforma
properties of the Euler angles are known~Table II!, we can
determine the characters of the rotational eigenfunctio
However, an easier way to determine the characters is the
of the isomorphism betweenG4 and V(a,b,c). This latter
group, the so-called four-group41 is used to classify asym
metric rotor wave functions in regard to their symmetry w
respect to the principal axes of the molecule. The trans
mation properties of these asymmetric rotor functions un
G4 can be obtained directly from the Four group, since
G4 elements can be replaced by equivalent rotations aro
the principal axes. The results areG(KaKc5ee)5A1 ,
G(eo)5A2, G(oo)5B1 , andG(oe)5B2 .

The torsion of the2OH group generates two pairs o
equivalent protons on the aromatic ring. The 16~24! possible
spin functions transform under the symmetry operations
G4 as 10A116B2 ~Gns!. From Eq.~16! it is clear that the
statistical weights affect the relative intensities of differe
torsional-rotational transitions~the hyperfine sublevels ar
assumed to be degenerate!. Transitions starting from~s50,
Ka5even! or ~s51,Ka5odd! have a statistical weight of 10
while transitions starting from~s50, Ka5odd! or ~s51,
Ka5even! have a statistical weight of 6.

C. Application of the molecular symmetry group G4
to phenol(H 2O)1

The water moiety in phenol~H2O!1 undergoes an interna
motion which interchanges the two equivalent hydrogen
oms of the water molecule. The molecular symmetry gro
which takes this motion into account isG4 ~isomorphic with
the molecular point groupC2v!. G4 consists of four ele-
ments: the identity operatorE, the permutation operato
P5~12! which exchanges the identical nuclei of the wa
molecule, the inversion operatorE* and P*5(12)E* . To
determine the symmetry of the~sub!torsional levels, we have
to consider the symmetry properties of the torsional ba
functions under the elements ofG4. The identityE leaves
the torsional anglea unaltered, while the permutationP
changesa into a1p. Application ofG4 to the free rotor and
harmonic oscillator wave functions results in the same c
relation diagram as shown in Fig. 2. Therefore,~n50, s50!
is of A1 symmetry, while~n50, s51! is of B2 symmetry.

The total wave function is antisymmetric with respect
the permutation of the two hydrogen atoms, and therefor
B1 andB2 symmetry~the inversionE* leaves the total wave
function unaffected!. The rotational wave functions are ofA1
symmetry forKaKc5ee and oe and of A2 symmetry for
KaKc5oo andeo. The four~22! spin functions transform a
3A11B2(Gns). Since Ge5A1 , G t(n50,s50)5A1 while
J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 104,
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G t(n50,s51)5B2 , it is clear that the statistical weights
affect the relative intensities of different torsional transitions.
Transitions arising froms50 have a statistical weight of 1,
while transitions arising froms51 have a statistical weight
of 3.

III. EXPERIMENT

High resolution LIF spectra of phenol and phenol~H2O!1
have been recorded by using a narrow bandwidth UV laser i
combination with the molecular beam apparatus described i
Sec. I. In the case of bare phenol, a molecular beam wa
formed by passing 0.5 bar argon over a heated sample o
phenol~70 °C! and expanding this mixture through a nozzle
with a diameter of 75mm. The nozzle was kept at a slightly
higher temperature to prevent condensation of phenol in th
orifice. The molecular beam was skimmed twice in a differ-
ential pumping system and was crossed perpendicularly wit
a UV laser beam at about 30 cm from the nozzle.

A molecular beam containing phenol/water clusters was
formed by passing 0.5 bar argon over a water sample kept a
210 °C and subsequently by passing this mixture over phe
nol which was kept at 50 °C. This mixture of phenol, water
and argon resulted in the strongest LIF spectrum for the
phenol~H2O! cluster.

UV radiation with a bandwidth of 3 MHz was generated
by intracavity frequency doubling in a single mode ring dye
laser operating on Rh110. By using a 2 mmthick Brewster
cut BBO crystal, 0.2 mW of tunable radiation was obtained.
For relative frequency calibration a temperature stabilized
Fabry–Perot interferometer with a free spectral range of 75
MHz was used. For absolute frequency calibration, the io
dine absorption spectrum43 was recorded simultaneously.
The total undispersed fluorescence was collected by tw
spherical mirrors and imaged on a photomultiplier which
was connected to a photon counting system interfaced to
computer. The instrumental linewidth of our spectrometer is
14 MHz, and is mainly determined by residual Doppler
broadening.

IV. PHENOL

A. Results

The high resolution excitation spectrum of the electronic
origin of theS1←S0 transition of phenol is shown in Fig. 3.
The absolute frequency of the band origin~0 on the scale of
the figure! is 36348.7160.01 cm21. The spectrum, which can
immediately be identified as ab-type band, consists of about
300 lines with a linewidth@full width at half-maximum
~FWHM!# of roughly 110 MHz. The line shape is asymmet-
ric and the linewidth is larger than expected from lifetime
measurements~the reported lifetime of phenol is 2 ns,33

which would give a Lorentzian contribution to the linewidth
of about 80 MHz. These observations indicate that there i
unresolved splitting of the lines.

In the b-type microwave spectrum of phenol, all lines
were found to be doublets3 due to the internal rotation of the
hydroxyl group. The observed splittings are independent o
No. 3, 15 January 1996
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977y of phenol and phenol-water
the rotational transitions. The MW spectrum was fit to a rig
rotor Hamiltonian by using the center frequencies of the do
blets. The obtained rotational constants were used as sta
values for the rotational assignment of our UV spectrum.

A b-type spectrum was simulated using a rigid rot
Hamiltonian with the ground state constants from Ref. 5 a
the excited state constants from Martinezet al.17 The latter
authors measured the spectrum in a jet with a resolution
154 MHz. By comparing the simulation with the experime
tal spectrum, a unique assignment could be made. The ce
frequencies of the asymmetric lines were used as input
our fitting routine. All lines could be fit within their experi-
mental error. The obtained ground state constants are wi
their errors equal to the microwave constants.5 Because the
microwave constants are 2 orders of magnitude more ac
rate than our constants, the UV data were fit again with
ground state constants constrained to the microwave val
The results are shown in Table III; listed are the rotation
constants and the inertial defects in the ground and exc
states. It should be noted that the values reported
Martinezet al.17 differ considerably from both the MW and
our UV results; e.g., theirA9 value is 76 MHz larger than our
value.

As mentioned earlier, the line shape of the UV lines
asymmetric. Careful examination of the spectrum shows t
this asymmetry depends on the parity ofKa , as shown in

FIG. 3. High resolution LIF spectrum of the origin of theS1←S0 transition
of phenol. The absolute frequency of the origin~0 on the scale of the figure!
is a to 36 348.7160.01 cm21

TABLE III. Molecular constants of phenol. The rotational constantsA, B,
andC ~in MHz!, and the inertial defectDI5I c2I b2I c ~in amu Å2! in the
electronic ground state and the first excited state. Values for the ground
have been obtained by fitting the microwave data from Ref. 5. The centr
gal distortion constants are in kHz:DJ50.14~3!, DJK50.1~2!, DK50.9~1!,
dJ50.03~1!, anddK50.4~3! kHz. Every rotational line is split by 56 MHz
due to an internal motion in phenol.

A9 5650.515~6! A8 5313.6~2!
B9 2619.236~3! B8 2620.5~1!
C9 1789.855~3! C8 1756.10~4!
DI 9 20.0309~5! DI 8 20.18~1!

Doublet splitting 5664 MHz
Band origin 36 348.7160.01 cm21

Berden et al.: UV spectroscop
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Fig. 4. Due to internal rotation of the hydroxyl group, the
appearance of doublets in the UV spectrum, just as in the
microwave spectrum, is expected. Spin statistical consider-
ations predict a 10/6 intensity ratio. For the lowest subtor-
sional level~s50! in the electronic ground state, evenKa

levels have statistical weights of 10 and oddKa levels have
statistical weights of 6, while the opposite holds fors51.
Thus, forKa even the high-frequency component~s50! of
the doublet is stronger than the low-frequency component by
a factor of 10/6, while for oddKa the situation is reversed.

The line shapes have been fit using two lines with an
intensity ratio of 10:6 and equal linewidths. A Voigt line
profile was taken with a fixed Gaussian contribution of 14
MHz ~FWHM!, which is the instrumental linewidth. Within
the experimental error, all line shapes could be fit to this
model. The result is a doublet splitting of 5664 MHz, and a
Lorentzian linewidth of 6768 MHz, both independent of the
rotational transition. The Lorentzian linewidth results in a
lifetime of 2.460.3 ns, which is in agreement with the re-
ported lifetime of 261 ns.33

The overall shape of the UV spectrum can be simulated
usingb-type selection rules, the rotational constants of Table
II, a rotational temperature of 5 K, and the aforementioned
doublet structure. There is no experimental indication of hy-
brid band structure.

B. Internal rotation and structure

The torsional level structure in the electronic ground
state of phenol is well known.3,4,8 The b-type microwave
spectrum shows a doublet splitting of 112 MHz.3 Since the
selection rules in this case areDs561, this leads to a split-
ting of 56 MHz between the subtorsional levels~see Fig. 5!.
The torsional structure in the ground state has been deter
mined by infrared and ultraviolet absorption spectroscopy up

tate
u-

FIG. 4. Enlarge part of the high resolution LIF spectrum~Fig. 3!, showing
two rotational transitions with different parity forKa9. The transitions are
labeled (J8,Ka8 ,Kc8)←(J9,Ka9 ,Kc9). The stick spectrum shows that each ro-
tational line is split in two components with an intensity ratio of 10/6. The
low frequency components originate froms51, while the high frequency
components originate froms50. The subtorsional splitting is 56 MHz.
No. 3, 15 January 1996
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978 Berden et al.: UV spectroscopy of phenol and phenol-water
to n53.8,9 The pure torsional transitionn51←0 is reported
at 309.6 cm21.8 This value and the microwave splitting hav
been used to fit bothV2 and F to Eq. ~2!. The results are
V251215610 cm21 andF569061 GHz.

Since the doublet splitting in the UV spectrum is 5664
MHz, and thus nearly equal to the subtorsional splitting
the electronic ground state, it should be concluded that
torsional splitting in the excitedS1 state is smaller than 4
MHz. This value gives a lower limit of 1700 cm21 for the
barrier assuming the sameF value as in theS0 state. From
their assignment of the 2750 Å band system of phenol, B
et al.9 determined the value of the torsional vibratio
~n851←0! to be 634.7 cm21. With the sameF value as used
above, this gives a barrier of 4710630 cm21 ~with a pre-
dicted subtorsional splitting smaller than 1 kHz!. The barrier
to internal rotation in the excited state is more than th
times higher than in the ground state. This may be due to
increase in the double bond character of the C–O bond.

The structure of phenol in theS0 state has been dete
mined by Larsen.6 All C–C distances are nearly equal~1.393
Å!, as are the C–H distances~1.083 Å!. The CCC angles a
positions 1, 3, and 5 are 120.7°, and at 2, 6, and 4 are 11
In the hydroxyl group, the oxygen and the hydrogen ato
are on either side of the line through C1 and C4. The posi-
tions of the oxygen and hydrogen atoms in the principal a
system of phenol ~Fig. 1! are yO520.055~3! Å,
zO52.283~2! Å, andyH50.838~5! Å, zH52.629~4! Å.

The geometry of the rotor is determined by the value
F which depends on the moment of inertia of the ro
around the internal rotation axis@Eq. ~3!#. If it is assumed
that the internal rotation axis coincides with thea axis of
phenol, theF value can be calculated from the positions
the O and H atoms. The result isF567469 GHz. If the
internal rotation axis coincides with the C–O bon
F561068 GHz is calculated using the COH angle and t
OH bondlength given by Larsen6 @108.8~4!° and 0.957~6! Å#.
If we compare the calculated values with the valueF5690
GHz obtained from the fitting of the torsional levels, w
conclude that the internal rotation axis is nearly parallel
thea axis.

FIG. 5. Energy level scheme for the phenol monomer.
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To elucidate qualitatively the structural changes in phe-
nol upon electronic excitation, we have performed calcula-
tions to determine the structure in theS1 state. The C–O
bond decreases upon excitation, since phenol is a stronge
acid in theS1 state than in theS0 state. Starting with theS0
geometry from Larsen,6 we could match the rotational con-
stants in the excited state by increasing the C1C2, C3C4,
C4C5, C6C1 distances by 0.052 Å, the C2C3, C5C6 by 0.049
Å, and decreasing the C–O bondlength by 0.118 Å, while
leaving the other parameters unaffected. This geometry
change is not unique, but is merely an example of a change
which is consistent with the measured rotational constants
and the increase in acidity. This change in structure in the
C6H5 group and the decrease in C–O bondlength points to a
partially quinoidal structure in the first electronically excited
state of phenol. Similar changes in rotational constants have
been observed for hydroquinone,44 which have been inter-
preted as an increase in quinoidal character as well.

V. PHENOL/WATER

A. Results

The origin band of the phenol~H2O!1 cluster is red
shifted from the monomer origin by 353 cm21. Part of the
high resolution spectrum of the 00

0 transition of phenol
~H2O!1 is shown in the lower panel of Fig. 6. The total spec-
trum consists of about 3000 fully resolved lines with a line-
width of 2162 MHz. This leads to a lifetime of 1564 ns,
which is in good agreement with the value of 1561 ns given
by Colsonet al.33 The spectrum consists of twoab-type hy-
brid bands with different intensities separated by approxi-
mately 0.85 cm21. Both bands could be fit using rigid rotor
Hamiltonians, giving two sets of~effective! rotational con-
stants. The ground state rotational constants of each set are
within experimental error, equal to the values obtained from
the microwave work.2 In order to achieve a better accuracy
for the excited state rotational constants, our UV data were
refit, keeping the ground state constants fixed to the micro-
wave values. The results are shown in Table IV.

FIG. 6. Part of the high resolution LIF spectrum of theS1←S0 transition of
phenol~H2O!1 ~lower panel!. The spectrum consists of two bands originat-
ing from different subtorsional levels in theS0 state. The absolute frequency
of the origin of thes51 state ~0 on the scale of Figs. 6 and 7! is at
35 996.4760.01 cm21. The origin of thes50 state is at225.455 GHz. The
upper panel shows the simulated spectrum.
, No. 3, 15 January 1996
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979Berden et al.: UV spectroscopy of phenol and phenol-water
A simulation of a part of the UV spectrum, using th
molecular constants of Table IV, the aforementioned lin
width, and a rotational temperature of 4 K, is shown in t
upper panel of Fig. 6. Both bands are hybrid bands w
roughly 83%b-type and 17%a-type character. The highe
frequency band is 3 times more intense. Figure 7 show
deconvolution of the total spectrum to elucidate its structu
Only the b-type transitions are shown. For each band
DJ50 andDJ561 transitions are shown separately. It

TABLE IV. Molecular constants of phenol/water. The effective rotation
constantsA, B, andC ~in MHz!, and the inertial defectDI5I c2I b2I a ~in
amu Å2! in the electronic ground state and the first excited state. Values
the ground state are taken from Ref. 2.

s51 s50

A9 4281.76~1! 4291.49~4!
B9 1092.3254~1! 1092.1445~2!
C9 873.9082~1! 873.7271~2!
DI 9 22.3968~6! 22.086~1!
A8 4167.4~2! 4188.8~6!
B8 1100.63~2! 1100.6~2!
C8 874.85~2! 874.62~6!
DI 8 22.77~2! 21.99~9!

Band origins51 35 996.4760.01 cm21

~Origin s51!2~Origin s50! 25 455610 MHz

FIG. 7. Deconvolution of the total spectrum to elucidate its structure. O
b-type transitions are shown. For each band theDJ50(Q) and DJ5
61(P,R) transitions are shown separately.
J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 104
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readily seen that the rotational structure of both bands is ve
similar.

B. Internal rotation and structure

The two bands in the UV spectrum of phenol~H2O!1
arise as a result of the internal torsional motion of the wate
moiety. Attaching the H2O quenches the OH torsional mo-
tion. A careful comparison of the intensities of both bands
shows an intensity ratio of 1:3 of the lower frequency band
to the higher frequency band. The results of the spin statis
tical weights~Sec. II C! leads us to the assignment that the
lower frequency band arises from thes50 state, while the
higher frequency band arises from thes51 state.

The differences between the effective rotational con
stants of thes50 ands51 bands are defined asDA9 5 A019
2 A009 etc., where the double prime denotes the electroni
ground state, and the single prime denotes the excited sta
The values for the differences can be obtained from Tabl
IV: DA9529.73 MHz andDA85221.4 MHz; all other dif-
ferences are smaller than 0.3 MHz and positive. According t
Eqs. ~12!–~14!, all differences~DA, DB, andDC! should
have the same sign. This is not the case, as Table IV show
Apparently, our assumption that the rotor is ‘‘symmetric’’ is
not completely valid; the moments of inertia of the cluster
change slightly when the water moiety rotates. Since th
signs ofDB andDC are opposite to that ofDA, and their
values are small, it is concluded that the internal rotation axi
is ~nearly! parallel to thea axis of phenol~H2O!1 in both
electronic states~cf. Fig. 10!.

Perturbations of the rotational constants~i.e., the differ-
ence between effective and ‘‘real’’ rotational constants! in-
crease if the reduced barrier height (V2/F) decreases. Since
uDA8u.uDA9u, it is concluded that the reduced barrier height
in the excited state is smaller than in the ground state. As
consequence, the subtorsional splitting in theS1 state is
larger than in theS0 state. The resulting energy level scheme
is shown in Fig. 8. Notice that the rational level spacing is
smaller than the subtorsional splittings.

The splitting between the two bands observed in the UV
spectrum is equal to thedifferencein the subtorsional split-
tings of the ground and excited states~see Sec. II A!. Unfor-
tunately, onlya-type transitions have been observed in the
MW experiment.2 These transitions with selection rule
Ds50 contain no information about the subtorsional split-
ting.

From the experimental results, we want to determine th
values ofV2 andF in theS0 andS1 states. Unfortunately, our
experiments yield only three pieces of information:DA9,
DA8, and the splitting between the two UV bands. Therefore
one parameter has to be fixed. Schu¨tz et al.18 explored the
tunneling path of the internal motion by examination of the
potential energy surface. Their conclusion was that the inte
nal motion is a rotation of the water molecule about the
hydrogen bond~correlating with a rotation about theb axis
of H2O! perturbed by a wagging of the water molecule~cor-
relating with a rotation about thea axis of H2O!. Therefore,
we have determinedV29 , V28 , andF8 as a function ofF9,

al

for

nly
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980 Berden et al.: UV spectroscopy of phenol and phenol-water
which was varied between theB andA rotational constants
of water. The results are shown in Fig. 9. The barrier in t
excited state is lower than in the ground state (V28 , V29) for
every value ofF9.

If phenol~H2O!1 is excited to theS1 state, the transition
mainly takes place in the phenol chromophore, since the
brational structures in the low resolution excitation spectra
the phenol monomer and the cluster are similar.18 This would
indicate that the structural changes upon electronic excita
mainly take place in the phenol part. Therefore, it is expec
that there are no~large! structural changes in the rotor pa
~the water moiety!. Therefore, we might expect thatF8'F9.
In that case, theF value is 444 GHz~Fig. 9!. From Eq.~3! it
is seen thatF'Fa1A, in which Fa5\2/2I a andA is the
rotational constant of phenol~H2O!1. SinceA54 GHz, this
givesFa5440 GHz. This latter value is close to the value

FIG. 8. Energy level scheme for the phenol~H2O!1 cluster.

FIG. 9. Internal rotation of the water moiety in phenol~H2O!1. The barrier
heights in theS0 andS1 state~V29 andV28 , resp.! and the change in geo-
metrical structure of the rotor part (DF5F82F9) as function of the geo-
metrical structure in theS0 state~F9!. The vertical line indicatesDF50.
J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 104,
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the rotationalB constant of water; 435 GHz.47 In other
words, the logical assumption that the geometry of the roto
does not change upon electronic excitation leads to a ve
simple picture for the internal motion. The water molecule
rotates around its symmetry axis, which is parallel to thea
axis of the entire cluster. Using this picture, the barriers fo
internal rotation are calculated to be~Fig. 9! V29 5 180 cm21

andV28 5 130 cm21.
To obtain more insight in the direction of the internal

rotation axis, we have fit the barrier heights and the directio
of the internal rotation axis. Two assumption are now mad
the internal rotation axis is in theabplane andF95F85435
GHz ~B rotational constant of water!. The result is an angle
of 9° with thea axis. The barriers areV29 5 177 cm21 and
V28 5 127 cm21. Since the internal rotation axis has now a
component along theb axis, the rotationalB constant of the
cluster should be perturbed. The differenceDB is calculated
to be20.04 MHz. We have also fit the data as a function o
the angle between the internal rotation axis and thea axis.
Now, F95F8 was a fit parameter. Increasing the angle re
sults in a rapid decrease ofF and a rapid increase of the
absolute value ofDB ~but DB is always negative!. From
these calculations we estimate that the internal rotation ax
makes an angle of less than 20° with thea axis. In the
following, we will assume that the internal rotation axis is
parallel to thea axis.

In what follows, we want to determine the geometrica
structure of phenol~H2O!1. From Eq.~12! it is seen that the
‘‘real’’ rotational constantA can be obtained by subtracting
the perturbation term from the effective rotational constan
For a barrier of 180 cm21, these perturbation terms are 4.7
MHz for s50 and 25.0 MHz for s51, the result is
A954286.5 MHz. It should be noted that the values of th
perturbation terms are rather insensitive to the choice
F9,45 so that this choice does not affect the conclusions abo
the geometrical structure. TheS1 state withV28 5 130 cm21

givesA854177.4 MHz.
From the unperturbed rotational constants, the inerti

defect can be calculated to beDI 9522.27 amu Å2. If the
oxygen atom of the water moiety is in the phenyl plane, an
if that plane is perpendicular to the plane containing the wa
ter molecule, the inertial defect can be calculated from th
rotationalB constant of water to beDI calc9 5 22.32 amu Å2.
We therefore conclude that in the equilibrium structure of th
cluster the plane containing phenol bisects the plane of th
water molecule. From the internal rotation analysis, it ha
been concluded that the symmetry axis of the water molecu
is nearly parallel to thea-axis of phenol~H2O!1.

Assuming that the structure of phenol in the
phenol~H2O!1 cluster is identical to the structure of bare phe
nol, it is possible to calculate the hydrogen bond length
defined by the O–O distance, in theS0 state without knowing
the structure of bare phenol. It should be kept in mind tha
the validity of this assumption is limited; e.g., a slight short
ening of the C–O bond upon cluster formation is predicte
by calculations.18 The O–O distance can be determined if the
positions of both oxygen atoms are calculated in the sam
coordinate system. The origin of this system is chosen at t
No. 3, 15 January 1996
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981Berden et al.: UV spectroscopy of phenol and phenol-water
center of mass of bare phenol with the axes parallel to
principal axes (x5c,y5b,z5a).

The position of the oxygen atom in bare phenol~and
therefore in our approximation also in the cluster! has been
determined by Larsen6 and was given in Sec. IV B. The po
sition of the oxygen in the water moiety can be obtainedvia
a relationship between the rotational constants of the clu
and the monomer. This method has been used previousl
Meertset al. to determine the position of the argon atom
the fluorene-argon van der Waals complex.46 The inertial ten-
sor elements for the cluster are calculated in the aforem
tioned coordinate system. The elementI xx can be written as

I xx5I cc
p 1(

i51

3

mi
w~yi

w!22
1

Mc
S (
i51

3

mi
wyi

wD 2
1(

i51

3

mi
w~zi

w!22
1

Mc
S (
i51

3

mi
wzi

wD 2, ~17!

wherexi
w, yi

w andzi
w are the coordinates of the water atom

Mc is the mass of the entire cluster, andI gg
p are the principal

moments of inertia of the phenol monomer (I cc
p 5\2/2C).

The other diagonal elements,I yy andI zz, can be obtained by
cyclic permutation of the coordinates. The off-diagonal te
I xy is given by

I xy5
1

Mc
(
i51

3

mi
wxi

w(
i51

3

mi
wyi

w2(
i51

3

mi
wxi

wyi
w . ~18!

Cyclic permutation gives the other elements. The only
known parameters in the tensor are the positions of the at
in the water moiety, since the moments of inertia of t
monomer are known. The positions of the hydrogen atom
the water moiety can be expressed relative to the positio
the oxygen atom, since the structure of water is kno
@ROH50.957 Å,H–O–H5104.52°~Ref. 47!#. From the in-
ertial defect, it is known that the plane containing phen
bisects the plane of the water moiety, which gives
x-coordinates of the water atoms~for oxygenx50!. From
the internal rotation analysis, it is known that the symme
axis of the water molecule is parallel to thea axis of the
cluster. Therefore, the only parameters left are they and z
coordinates of the oxygen atom. Diagonalization of the in
tial tensor yields the known moments of inertia of the clus
A least-square fit givesuyu52.534~10! Å and uzu53.653~10!
Å. This results in a hydrogen bond-length of 2.93~2! Å.
Other structural parameters are described in Fig. 10
given in Table V, together with theab initio results from
Schütz et al.18

In principle, the same procedure could be used to de
mine the hydrogen bond length in theS1 state. Unfortunately,
no high resolution UV spectrum of isotopically substitut
phenols have been recorded yet, so we do not know
position of the oxygen atom in theS1 state. Therefore, we
have used the structure of phenol as obtained by fitting
structure to the rotational constants~Sec. IV B!. A good in-
dication for the reliability of our structural assumptions is t
equality ~within errors! of the calculatedS0 oxygen coordi-
nates with those obtained from substitution experiments.
J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 104,
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results for the phenolic oxygen atom in theS1 state arey5
20.063 Å andz52.234 Å. The position of the water oxygen
can be calculated using the method described earlier:uyu
52.447~20! Å and uzu53.657~20! Å. The hydrogen bond
length in the excited state is thus calculated to be 2.89~3! Å,
indicating a slight reduction of hydrogen bond length upon
electronic excitation. A similar reduction of the bond length
upon excitation has been observed in the
trans-2-hydroxynaphthalene~NH3! ~Ref. 1! and in the
trans-hydroquinone~NH3! ~Ref. 48!. In both cases, the NH3
rotates about its symmetry axis, and the barriers to this mo-
tion increase on electronic excitation.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

In the present high resolution UV study on phenol and
the phenol~H2O!1 cluster in a supersonic molecular beam,
the structure and dynamics of internal motions in these mol-
ecules could be illuminated. The rovibronic lines of phenol
show a splitting due to the strongly hindered internal rotation
of the 2OH group around thea axis of the molecule. The
splitting in the UV spectrum is within experimental error
equal to the observed splitting in the MW experiments~56
MHz!. Therefore, the splitting in theS1 state is,4 MHz.
This indicates that the barrier to internal rotation in the elec-
tronically excited state is much higher than in the ground
state. This effect is mainly due to an increase in quinoidal
character upon electronic excitation which has indeed been
found when fitting the rotational constants. Using the values
of the torsional transitions~n51←0! reported by Bist

FIG. 10. Definition of structural parameters in phenol~H2O!1.

TABLE V. Structural parameters of phenol~H2O!1 as defined in Fig. 10.

S0 S1 Calc.a

R 2.93 2.89 2.940
b 144.5 145.6 147.66
f 6.7 3.31
u1 108.8b 111.80
u11f 115.5 115.11
dc 62.1 60.5

aFrom Ref. 18.
bValue for the phenol monomer~Ref. 6!.
cThe angled is defined as the angle between thea axis of bare phenol and
the hydrogen bondlength.
No. 3, 15 January 1996
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982 Berden et al.: UV spectroscopy of phenol and phenol-water
et al.,8,9 and assuming that the structure of the rotor part do
not change drastically upon excitation, we could fit all da
to obtain the barrier height in the ground and first excit
states: V29 5 1215 cm21 andV28 5 4710 cm21. From the
Lorentzian contribution to the linewidth of the rotationa
transitions, the lifetime of phenol could be determined to
2.460.4 ns.

Contrary to phenol, the splitting due to the torsion of th
water moiety in phenol~H2O!1 is much larger than the fre-
quency separation of the rotational lines. Spectroscopica
two bands, which arise from different subtorsional levels
the ground state, are observed with a splitting of 0.85 cm21.
Both bands have different effective rotational constants, d
to an interaction between the overall rotation of the ent
cluster and the internal rotation. Because the two hydrog
atoms in the water molecule are equivalent, both bands h
different statistical weights~1 and 3 fors50 and 1, respec-
tively!. Since the electronic transition mainly takes place
the phenol chromophore, we can assume that the structur
the internal rotor part~the water moiety! does not change
upon electronic excitation. In this case, the effective ro
tional constants and the observed splitting can be fit to obt
the barriers for internal rotation and the structure of the ro
in both electronic states. This assumption gives a sim
physical picture for the internal motion: the water molecu
rotates around its symmetry axis, which is nearly parallel
thea axis of the entire cluster. In this case, a barrier of 1
cm21 for theS0 state and 130 cm

21 for theS1 state could be
estimated.

From rotational constants and the results of internal ro
analysis, it has been shown that phenol~H2O!1 is trans-linear,
and the plane containing phenol bisects the plane of the
ter molecule. The hydrogen bond length, defined by the O
distance, is 2.93~2! Å in theS0 state, and 2.89~3! Å in theS1
state. In conclusion, the barrier for internal rotation and t
hydrogen bond length decrease upon electronic excitatio
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